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Session plan:  
 
A brief introduction to EMS Cognito  
 
Understand the considerable pedigree of Reliability Centred Maintenance and the difference it 
has made.  
 
A brief overview of the main concepts and principles of RCM.  
 
Explore why classic RCM has failed to impact wider industry and how this can be overcome 
through application of IMPACT Toolkit™ Lean RCM, which has been successful for over 17 years.   
 
At the end of the online seminar there will be a brief Question and Answer session. 
 

Attendees:  
 
This is a free web based teaching session which is applicable to anyone who has an interest in 
learning more about this World Class asset care approach.  
 
Particularly relevant to anyone in manufacturing, processing, or utilities with an interest in 
tackling reliability issues cost effectively, and proactively managing their assets.  

 
 

Benefits of a Lean RCM strategy: 
• Increased productivity 

• A reduction in maintenance time & costs 

• Improved safety & quality performance 

• Increased equipment availability 
• A better organised and structured work environment 

 

On-site training  

If you have a team of 5 people or more we can train on-site. You can choose to have this 
programme, also offered in our open course schedule, or we can design a course to meet the 
requirements of your particular site. We will discuss your challenges and provide advice on the 
best course of action if you contact us to enquire. 

Cost and Terms and Conditions 

The cost of this Webinar per person is FREE  
You will need to book onto the session in advance to get joining details and access codes 
You will need access to an internet connection for live streaming and speakers / headphones / microphone  
The materials used are covered by EMS Cognito Ltd copyright and can only be reproduced with permission 
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